
MONTH TEXT BOOK DIGITAL RESOURCES SUBJECT ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES

APRILL1: Introduction to Networking

Explanation of chapter ': 

Introduction to 

Networking' through 

smart class and practical 

in computer lab.

Identify the type of network your 

computer system is a part of. 

MAY

L2: Virus Alert                       

REVISION OF PRE 

MID

Explanation of chapter ' 

Virus Alert ' through 

smart class and practical 

in computer lab.

Create a presentation on "Types of 

Viruses" and explain each virus with 

examples.

JULY

L3: Introduction to 

HTML  

Explanation of chapter 

'Introduction to HTML' 

through smart class and 

practical in computer lab.

Create a web page with the title 'My 

Personal Web Page'. Also create 

hyperlink on the web page.Save the 

web page as an HTML document.

AUGUST L4: More on HTML

Explanation of chapter ' 

More on HTML' through 

smart class and practical 

in computer lab.

 Write an HTML code to display 

different types of list.

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER
L5:  Introduction to 

PYTHON

Explanation of chapter ' 

Introduction to 

PYTHON' through smart 

class and practical in 

computer lab.

Make a program in Python using 

different operators and data types.

NOVEMBER

L6: Making 

Decisions in 

PYTHON

Explanation of chapter ' 

Making Decisions in 

PYTHON' through smart 

class and practical in 

computer lab.

Write a program in Python that 

receives 2 numbers num1 and num2 

from the user. Display the larger 

number.If the numbers are the 

same,display that the numbers are 

same.

DECEMBER
L7: Repetitions in 

PYTHON

Explanation of chapter ' 

Repetitions in PYTHON' 

through smart class and 

practical in computer lab.

Write a program in python that 

displays the numbers from 10 to 1.

JANUARY
L8: More on 

Internet

Explanation of chapter ' 

More on Internet' 

through smart class and 

practical in computer lab.

Make a PPT on 'Blog' or 'Social Media 

networking'. 

FEBRUARY
REVISION OF 

ANNUAL EXAMS
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